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Iphone x front camera replacement guide

Apple's iPhone camera is one of its high-profile signature features. Depending on the model, there may be a single or dual lens setup that you can rely on to take beautiful shots for your website and marketing campaigns. Sometimes you crave an extra jolt of creativity or a certain effect or angle that you
simply can't achieve with the iPhone's standard camera system, and this is where add-on lenses get into the picture. With a third-party lens on an iPhone camera, you can achieve the unique shot you want. What to look for for four large add-on lens types, gives you a choice of wide angle, telephoto,
fisheye or macro. Wide angles include more properties and are ideal for large personnel photos, office or real estate shots. Telephotos enlarge the subject, allowing a convenient distance between you and your subject to shoot the best employee portraits. Macros zero in on your theme, allowing you to get
close-ups of product details for sale, guidance or demo purposes. Fisheyes are useful for dramatic effects such as spherical images. Some lenses only work with a companion app, others work independently. The iPhone Xs, X and 7/8 Plus feature two 12-megapixel F/1.8 wide-angle lens cameras. The
new Xr features a single 12-megapixel f/1.8 wide-angle lens. The X and Xs also have an f/2.4 (52mm equivalent) telephoto lens, while the 7 Plus and 8 Plus have an f/2.8 (56mm equivalent) telephoto lens. You can buy lens accessories individually or as part of a kit. Some lenses require a special case,
while others use different clip mount arrangements. Case-mounted lenses can provide a more stable grip, while the clip mounts are more difficult to handle and properly fastened, more flexible for use in different iPhone models. No matter which case you choose, make sure the lens is easy to assemble
and use. How to add iPhone add-on lenses are available as individual or multiple lenses, and they vary in optical quality, weight and price. If you need higher resolution images to print or display on large monitors, choose a high-quality lens. If your images are intended for email or website use, super high-
quality lenses will cost you, but not a measurable visual enhancement. Kits are attractive for their creative diversity and artistic challenge, but if you're looking for a single lens type for a particular shot—such as wide angle or telephoto—then focus on shopping for that one lens. You can consider a low-cost
kit that you can experiment with first and then complete a higher-quality lens. Before you use your credit card Make sure your new lens is compatible with the iPhone you want to use it with - it's clearly marked on the package or in the literature. Not all lenses work with all phones—although some go
beyond both the manufacturing and model—so when upgrading your phone, keep in mind that your add-on lens may not work with it. Knguvth 5-in-1 Mobile Lens Kit ($28.99)Credit: KNGUVTHIf you're rocking a new iPhone Xs, Xs Max or Xr, the Knguvth 5-in-1 Lens Kit may be just right. It's a 12-speed
telezoom lens, a 0.36-fold super wide-angle lens, a 15-fold macro lens, and a 180-degree fish-eye lens, all attached to a flexible universal clip. The lenses are made of industrial-grade aluminium and premium optics for photographic clarity and detail without vignetting or blurring. In addition to the latest
iPhones, you can use the kit with most smartphones, including all iPhone models up to 5C and SE as well as Samsung Galaxy, HTC, Sony and LG smartphones. Moment Wide Lens (€99.99)You can use the Wide Angle moment with the latest iPhone models such as the XS, XS Max and Xr in addition to
a range of phones up to the iPhone 6, including the Plus models. The 18mm design of the moment with its characteristic curved hood features 0.63x magnification – ideal for landscapes, architecture and large group portraits. The aspherical all-glass lens weighs a hefty 2.6 ounces and delivers sharp
images of the iPhone's F/1.8 aperture. It features a bayonet mount made of aerospace-grade metal casings. You can also use it with one of the iPhone back lenses, and with a companion app you can choose which one you want to use. The Wide Angle moment is connected to your phone via the
company's photo case or the battery photo case (30 USD). DxO One 20.2MP Digital Connected Camera ($149.99)Credit: DxoThe DxO One 20.2-MP Digital Connected Camera for iPhone and iPad turns your device into a giant viewfinder that lets you shoot over a pan from any angle. The lens is hooked
into your device via the Lightning connector and makes it easy to share it instantly via Wi-Fi. It produces high-quality images in low light with a six-element aspherical 32mm f/1.8 – f/11 Prime lens. With a companion app, you can select recording modes such as program, aperture priority, closure priority,
or manual. In addition to the one-inch sensor, the DxO works with its own memory card and rechargeable battery so it never drains your phone.iPhone X 360 panoramic lens (33.99 USD)Good: QinnuoWhy would you like to take VR images with your iPhone? Why not? With this lens, you can take 360-
degree images with your phone, along with the free PanoClip companion app. Intrigue your customers with a shot in Tiny Planet mode that gets the whole scene in frame. Spin View turns your best 360-degree photos into video clips. The panoramic lens consists of an anodized aluminum shell, ABS
material and a double 180-degree fish-eye wide-angle lens. Simply grab the lens on the top of your phone, where it is secured with a built-in spring clip. The lens housing is compact and easy to carry, with a protective bag included in the package. Sandmarc Photography Edition (199.99
SandmarcSandmarces Photography Edition, which includes a trio of wide, fisheye and macro lenses compatible with Apple's iPhone X, is a super high quality package. Made from premium multicoated and multi-element optics, the lenses eliminate distortions to deliver sharp images. The 16mm wide lens
has a 0.56x magnification, the 60mm telephoto lens has a 2x magnification and Macro lens has 10x magnification. Each lens has a double mounting option—you can use the chassis or clip—both are bundled into the package. Each lens is available separately or as a set for the iPhone X, Xs, Xs Max and
Xr.Amir Phone Camera Lens Kit (14.99 USD). The extreme fisheye shoots dramatic rounded images that can show your business in a more creative and playful light. The lens is easy to use and clamps on a fallless phone. It works with all iPhone models from 4 to X and a variety of Android phones as
well. Todi 20x Zoom Telephoto Camera Lens ($23.99)Credit: If your task calls for long-range shooting, try the Todi 20x Zoom Telephoto for shooting up to s.200M away. The lens is constructed with 10-layer coated glass in a durable shell. Rotate the eyepiece ring to get the sharpest image. The lens
comes with a standby, wireless remote control trigger and phone holder. Pair the trigger with your phone and press the shake-free image button. The package includes a detachable clamp that allows you to adjust the screw to attach the lens clip. It is compatible with almost any iPhone or iPad and
smartphones from Samsung, Sony, Huawei, Xiaomi and HTC. Ztylus Switch 6 for Apple iPhone X/XS ($34.99)Credit: ZtylusThe 6-in-1 Ztylus lens kit allows you to quickly exchange between three lenses that work with the dual camera system on the iPhone X/XS. The Switch 6 features a 120-degree wide
angle, 2x telephoto, 10x macro, 20x super macro and 180-degree fisheye lenses. Weighing just 2 ounces, the sleek, sleek case adds minimal thickness to your phone, while the cutouts allow full port and button functionality. The built-in handle makes holding your phone convenient and helps to shoot
precisely velvet. Olloclip Mobile Photography Lens Box Set for iPhone X ($99.99)Olloclips Mobile Photography Box Set for iPhone X features a 180-degree fish eye, 120-degree super width and macro-15x lenses. It includes the iPhone X clip, pendant stand, lens caps and microfiber cloth. It is compatible
with most third-party camera apps and can also take videos, time lapses, panoramas and 360-degree VR photos. The lens system is used with the front and rear cameras of your iPhone and is friendly to screen protectors. The Olloclip fits fallless iPhones, Olloclip Slim Cases and screen protectors up to
0.5mm, although it is not compatible with the flash. This set uses the Connect X lens system so you can switch with other Connect X lenses for use with the iPhone X or Multi-Device Connect X Clip. On my Instagram is a beautiful shot of the growing Gibbous Moon. Actually, my full of moon images
illustrating my endless fascination with Earth's orbiting satellite. When I showed it to a friend, he turned on and asked if I had used ultra-zoom to capture it. I looked at him for a hit and then realized that he was asking what mythical iPhone camera setting I used to capture the recording. Even if I tied my
iPhone to a SpaceX rocket and triggered a 2-fold zoom photo remotely, I still couldn't get that shot (below). I laughed and explained that this stark image was taken with my Sony A6000, a mirrorless, prosumer digital camera equipped with a 200mm telephoto lens. It is not the first time I have had such a
question. Most people I know assume that when you post a photo on Instagram (or even Facebook or Twitter), you'll have it with the one camera you always have on one: your smartphone camera. Lifewire /Lance Ulanoff I sometimes worry that I've deceived people when it comes to smartphone cameras
and their photographic skills. Don't get me wrong. Apple, Samsung and Google have done some stellar mobile photography development. Apple, in particular, has a head start in lens, aperture and image signal processing (ISP). An iPhone XS literally makes trillions of calculations on every image. As a
result, the iPhone XS outperforms its weight when it comes to capturing details and movement even in some rather challenging lighting situations. Samsung's Galaxy S9 and Galaxy S10+ are equally capable pocket shooters, with strong low-light performance and rich (sometimes over-rich) color
saturation. Similarly, Google's Pixel 3 does a remarkable job of capturing image details even in the slightest light situations. In optimal lighting and theme situations, each of these smartphone cameras is able to create poster-worthy photography. In most other environments, Apple, Google Samsung, and
other smartphone manufacturers are doing algorithmic acrobatics (including high dynamic range image layering) to combat the very real physical limitations of virtually all smartphone cameras. Smartphones have tiny lenses, but that's not as much of a limitation as you might think. Yes, my A6000 is able to
use much larger lenses to focus much more light on the body of the camera, but it is what is on the receiving end of this light that probably has the greatest impact on overall image quality and photographic skills. iFixit Take a look at any iFixit teardown of your favorite smartphone and you'll understand
how much work each manufacturer does to push an enormous amount of powerful technology and battery (often the largest component) into your smartphone. The image sensor – and usually a healthy stack of lenses in front of it – is only a small part of the whole. Also remember that these companies
are throwing up to five cameras for today's smartphones – that's five sets of lens stacks and sensors. The MP main sensor of my iPhone XS measures approx. 7 mm x 5.8 mm. The APS-C 24 megapixel sensor of my A6000, on the other hand, is 23.5 mm x 15.6 mm in size, which is slightly smaller than a
35 mm old school negative. Tiny sensors don't lead to poor image quality, but the closer Samsung, Apple and others come to SLR-level megapixels on sub-10mm image sensors, the more pixels they will be into a tiny space, making each pixel smaller and smaller. Tinier pixels can cause interference and
image quality issues. In addition, these tiny sensors cannot always capture all the information collected by the lens, essentially cutting images in flight. To their credit, smartphone manufacturers have developed image processing tricks to essentially erase such noises. The sunset was spectacular, but I
had to digitally zoom my iPhone XS to capture it. Lifewire / Lance Ulanoff I want to be clear. Most of the time I'm like you, happy what I think are sometimes excellent photos with my smartphone, but from time to time I kick myself because I've left my most capable digital camera behind me. The other night
we took a walk on the Jones Beach Promenade. It was an unusually clear night with a spectacular sunset on one side of me and on the other side the almost full moon that produced a beautiful reflection on the ocean below. I'm going to take photos with the iPhone XS. The iPhone lens, like most other
smartphone cameras, is a wide-angle lens, which means what looked close to me (like the beautiful red sunset and the bright moon), looked like distant, blurry views and featureless bullet through the iPhone display. I loved how the moon reflected on the water below, but in this iPhone XS shot, it ended
up out like a distant light bulb. Lifewire / Lance Ulanoff The moon, which becomes the brightest object in the sky when the sun goes down, has smashed my smartphone camera. Apple's iPhone XS main camera comes with 2X optical zoom, which is usually a stroke of luck, but it wasn't enough to bring the



moon and ocean horizon close enough to create much of a composition. So I crammed myself out to go past optical and digital zooming, knowing that this would do more to make the image worse than to bring my subject closer. I also tried to tap the screen to access the basic exposure control, and then
swiped down until the moon wasn't a blown-out white dot. In the end, I couldn't get the shot I saw with my bare eyes. Samsung at least includes manual photo controls in its camera app, which allows you to control shutter speed, ISO (speed of digital film; a higher number collects more light, but performs
more grain, a lower number draws in less light, but makes the image crystal clear), and manual focus. On my iPhone, I can install apps like Camera+ and Moment for more manual controls. The latter company also sells a collection of physical lens add-ons that can further improve your smartphone photo
results. None of these tools can be used with precision control possible on a camera such as the Sony A6000. In addition to interchangeable lenses (a 200mm lens is fantastic for optical dragging into distant objects like the moon), you can customize any aspect of image capture. To get my best moon
shots, I set the shutter speed to about 125 seconds (the time the shutter is open), rotate the a narrower increases the focus depth) to f11 or higher, keep my ISO low to reduce the grain, manually focus by clicking through the viewfinder to see my theme in crisp details, and then I stand as still as possible
(if I haven't brought a tripod) before I take the shot. With the moon a little bigger and the sky a bit brighter, I got better iPhone XS results. Lifewire / Lance Ulanoff I can do some of these things with my smartphone, but not all. There is no way to manually control the aperture of a smartphone through each
stop. Focus control on the iPhone usually consists of tapping on the screen to focus on one or the other topic (these apps above can help with granular focus). Soon, Samsung, Apple, and others will begin to showcase their latest smartphones with even better, if not larger, camera sensors, lenses, and
artificial intelligence-infused image processors. The pictures they show you will be breathtaking. But until these manufacturers can match DSLRS' sensor sizes, lens, and setting control options, they won't outperform Prosumer-level camera photography. Photography.
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